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Abstract—The combination of underlay spectrum sharing and
coordinated multi-point technologies promises substantial spec-
tral efficiency (SE) gains for 5G cellular networks. In this work,
we present a family of simple cooperative mobile edge caching
strategies that create joint transmission (JT) opportunities and
make use of the non-computational-demanding score-gated least
recently used (SG-LRU) caching scheme to achieve high cache
hit rate, thus increasing the sum-SE and reducing both the
backhaul traffic and the content access latency. In addition,
we derive a low-complexity coordinated quality-of-service (QoS)
aware resource allocation scheme that maximizes the sum-SE of
coordinated beamforming (CBF) under given transmission power
per base station, inter-system interference power, and per-user
QoS constraints as well as simple alternatives for both CBF and
JT. We consider a use case where a cellular network coexists with
a fixed satellite service earth station in the 3.7-4.2 GHz C-band.
Numerical simulations illustrate the performance gains of the
proposed coordinated caching and resource allocation strategies
and shed light on the impact of various parameters on their
efficiency.

Index Terms—Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP), cooper-
ative content caching redundancy enhancement (C3RE),
score-gated least-recently used (SG-LRU), coordinated QoS-
aware interference-constrained PA (CQA-ICPA), interference-
constrained equal power allocation (ICEPA).

I. INTRODUCTION

Sub-6 GHz spectrum will play an important role in the
5G landscape. In this regime, the mobile network operators
will rely on network densification as well as on technologies
that increase the spectral efficiency (SE) [1], to cope with the
exponential growth of the mobile data traffic’s volume [2].

Underlay spectrum sharing [3] and coordinated multi-point
(CoMP) [4] constitute characteristic examples of such tech-
nologies. The utilization of CoMP as an enabler of underlay
spectrum sharing has the ability to ensure certain quality-of-
service (QoS) to the end users and provide substantial SE
gains, thanks to the non-orthogonal spectrum access charac-
teristic of underlay spectrum sharing on one hand and the
advanced interference management and resource allocation
features of CoMP on the other. Given the pivotal role of the
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C-band in general [5], [6] and the 3.7-4.2 GHz frequency
range in particular [7] in 5G mobile broadband access, a
possible application of this spectrum sharing paradigm could
be, for instance, the facilitation of the harmonious coexistence
between 5G cellular networks and fixed satellite service earth
stations (FES) that operate in this frequency band, as a replace-
ment of the inefficient approaches of frequency partitioning
or spectrum clearing [8]. Nevertheless, this spectrum man-
agement model has been largely overlooked in the literature,
to our utmost surprise. Furthermore, the few relevant studies
consider sum-SE maximization problems and, consequently,
propose corresponding resource allocation schemes that are
QoS-agnostic (e.g., see [9]).

Coordinated mobile edge caching can create joint trans-
mission (JT) opportunities by increasing the redundancy of
the files that are stored in the local caches of the base
stations (BS), thus enhancing the sum-SE while eliminating
the, otherwise required, data exchanges over the mobile fron-
thaul (MFH) [10]. At the same time, though, the employed
content placement scheme should achieve high cache hit rate
by caching the most popular files, so that the traffic on the
mobile backhaul (MBH) and the content access latency that
are attributed to cache misses are reduced [11]. The small
subset of relevant works that consider the joint optimization
of the radio access and MBH performance assumes a dense
network of overlapping cells and focuses on balancing the
redundancy and diversity of the files that are stored in the
distributed caches to enable a nearby small-cell BS to serve a
user when JT cannot take place [12], [13]. Such uncoordinated
transmissions, though, are highly suboptimal from a capacity
maximization and interference management point of view,
especially under the considered underlay spectrum sharing
context. Moreover, the least recently used (LRU) and similar
caching strategies that are commonly applied in practice due
to their simple implementation, fast cache updates, and ability
of adaptation to changes in the access pattern [14], [15] are
suboptimal, in terms of the achieved cache hit rate [16], [17].

In this work, we aspire to fill the aforementioned gaps in the
literature. More specifically, we consider an underlay spectrum
sharing setup where a CoMP-enabled cellular network coexists
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Fig. 1. System setup, notation, and types of interference.

with a FES in the 3.7-4.2 GHz band. We derive a novel
low-complexity QoS-aware resource allocation method that
maximizes the sum-SE of coordinated beamforming (CBF)
while respecting the given transmission and interference power
constraints and meeting the per-user QoS requirements, as
well as simple QoS-agnostic alternatives for both CBF and JT
that relax the sum-SE maximization objective. In addition, we
devise a family of simple coordinated caching variants that
create JT opportunities to further enhance the sum-SE. The
score-gated least recently used (SG-LRU) caching scheme is
utilized, an extension of LRU that improves substantially the
cache hit rate [17], to reduce the MBH traffic and content
access latency. CBF is applied whenever caching-aided JT is
not possible. Numerical simulations illustrate the performance
gains of the proposed coordinated caching and resource allo-
cation strategies and highlight the effect of various parameters
on their efficiency.

II. SYSTEM SETUP AND ASSUMPTIONS

We consider an underlay spectrum sharing setup where the
secondary system (SS) is a CoMP-enabled cellular network
that adopts universal frequency re-use and the primary system
(PS) corresponds to a single-input single-output (SISO) satel-
lite link. We focus on a single cooperation cluster, which is
comprised of M cells. In each cell a BS with N antennas and
K active single-antenna mobile stations (MS) are located. The
m-th BS and the k-th MS in the m-th cell are denoted as BSm
and MSkm (m ∈M = {1, . . . ,M}, k ∈ K = {1, . . . ,K}),
whereas the transmitter and the receiver of the PS are denoted
as TXPS and RXPS, respectively.

We identify two types of intra-system co-channel interfer-
ence (CCI), namely, intra-cell multi-user interference (MUI)
and inter-cell interference (ICI). Similarly, we identify forward
and reverse inter-system (FIS / RIS) CCI created by the
transmissions of the BSs and of the PS, respectively.

BSm is equipped with a local cache Cm that has a storage
capacity of C files. The content catalog contains F files O =
{O1, . . . , OF }.

A schematic representation of the system setup, along with
the types of interference and the notation, is depicted in Fig. 1.

We consider ideal MFH and MBH, quasi-static frequency-
flat Rayleigh fading channels in the terrestrial segment, i.i.d.

zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise with unit variance,
and availability of perfect channel state information (CSI) at
all nodes. Also, we assume that the BSs are informed about the
interference power threshold (IPT). Furthermore, we assume
i.i.d. Zipf distributed user requests to files with slowly varying
popularity [16], [18], [19].

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Notation

The channel between MSkm and TXPS is denoted as hkm,
whereas the channel between RXPS and TXPS is denoted as g
(k ∈ K, m ∈ M). Similarly, the channel between MSkm and
BSj is denoted as hjkm, while the channel between RXPS and
BSj is denoted as gj (j ∈ M). The BF vector used by BSj
to serve MSkm, the power allocated by BSj to MSkm, the
data symbol transmitted by BSj to MSkm, and the AWGN at
MSkm are denoted as wj

mk, P jmk, sjmk, and nkm, respectively,
whereas the transmission power of TXPS, the data symbol
transmitted by TXPS to RXPS, and the AWGN at RXPS are
denoted as P , d, and z, respectively.

B. System Model

Let us assume that CBF is applied in the SS. We define for
m, j ∈M and k ∈ K:

vjmk = wj
mk

√
P jmks

j
mk. (1)

Then, the complex baseband representation of the received
signal at MSkm is given by:

ykm =(hmkm)
†
vmmk +

K∑
i=1
i6=k

(hmkm)
†
vmmi

+

M∑
j=1
j 6=m

K∑
i=1

(
hjkm

)†
vjji + hkm

√
Pd+ nkm. (2)

The terms in the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (2) are, in
order, the useful signal component, the intra-cell MUI, the ICI,
the RIS CCI, and the AWGN. Note that in CBF wj

mk = 0,
P jmk = 0, and sjmk = 0 for j 6= m.

The composite signal model, ignoring the RIS CCI for
convenience, is given by:

y = HWP1/2s+ n, (3)

where y, s, and n are the received symbols vector, transmitted
symbols vector, and AWGN vector, respectively, whereas H,
W, and P are the composite channel matrix, precoding matrix,
and power allocation (PA) matrix, respectively.

The received signal at RXPS is given by:

y = g
√
Pd+

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

(gm)
†
wm
mk

√
Pmmks

m
mk + z. (4)

The terms in the RHS of Eq. (4) are, in order, the useful signal
component, the FIS CCI, and the AWGN.



By applying zero-forcing (ZF) precoding at the cellular
network in a spectrum-sharing-agnostic manner (i.e., by ig-
noring all types of inter-system CCI), we eliminate the intra-
system CCI (i.e., the intra-cell MUI and the ICI) [4]. The ZF
precoding matrix is given by [4]:

W(ZF) = H# = H†
(
HH†

)−1
. (5)

Notice that the effective channel matrix after precoding, H =
HW(ZF), is diagonal.

After the application of ZF precoding, the signal-to-
interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) of MSkm is given by:

γkm =

∣∣∣(hmkm)
†
(wm

mk)
(ZF)
∣∣∣2 Pmmk

|hkm|2 P + 1
. (6)

The data rate of MSkm is given by:

Rkm = log2(1 + γkm) = log2(1 + λmmkP
m
mk), (7)

where λmmk = γkm/P
m
mk.

The sum-rate (SR) throughput of the SS is given by:

R =
M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

Rkm =
M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

log2(1 + λmmkP
m
mk). (8)

C. Problem Formulation

Our goal is to determine the PA scheme that maximizes the
SR throughput for the given ZF precoders under a number of
transmission and per-user QoS constraints. This optimization
problem, which we call P, takes the following form:

min.
Pm

mk
m∈M, k∈K

−R = −
M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

log2 (1 + λmmkP
m
mk) (9a)

s.t.
Pmmk ≥ 0, m ∈M; k ∈ K, (9b)
K∑
k=1

Pmmk ≤ PT , m ∈M, (9c)

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

αmmkP
m
mk ≤ PI , (9d)

γkm ≥ γ̃km, k ∈ K, m ∈M, (9e)

where

αjmk =

∣∣∣∣(gj)† (wj
mk

)(ZF)
∣∣∣∣2 . (10)

Eq. (9b) represents the non-negative transmission power con-
straints; Eq. (9c) corresponds to the sum-power constraints
(SPC) (one per BS); Eq. (9d) refers to the interference power
constraint (IPC); and Eq. (9e) expresses the per-user QoS
constraints, which state that the provision of a minimum data
rate or, equivalently, SINR level should be guaranteed for each
user. Such minimum data rate requirements are justified, for
instance, by the demand of ensuring video streaming with a
baseline video quality [20]. This PA task is convex, thanks
to the application of ZF precoding which nulls the coupled
interference components in the SINR [4].

Algorithm 1 CQA-ICPA Algorithm for CBF
1: procedure CQA-ICPA(λmmk, α

m
mk, PT , PI , P̃

m
mk)

2: Initialize: µmin, µmax

3: while |µmax − µmin| > δµ do
4: µ = (µmin + µmax) /2
5: for m = 1 to M do
6: Find min (νm), νm ≥ 0 :∑K

k=1

((
1

ln 2(νm+µαm
mk)
− 1
λm
mk
− P̃mmk

)+

+ P̃mmk

)
≤ PT

7: end for
8: Compute Pmmk according to Eq. (11)
9: if

∑M
m=1

∑K
k=1 α

m
mkP

m
mk ≥ PI then

10: µmin = µ
11: else
12: µmax = µ
13: end if
14: end while
15: Output: Pmmk, m ∈M; k ∈ K
16: end procedure

IV. COORDINATED RESOURCE ALLOCATION

A. Coordinated Beamforming

The solution of P is a multi-level water-filling (WF) scheme
that is presented in the following theorem [21].

Theorem 1: The solution to P is given by the coordinated
QoS-aware interference-constrained PA (CQA-ICPA) scheme:

Pmmk =

(
1

ln 2 (νm + µαmmk)
− 1

λmmk
− P̃mmk

)+

+ P̃mmk, (11)

where νm and µ are Lagrange multipliers and P̃mmk is the
power that corresponds to γ̃km.

The proof of Theorem 1 is obtained by taking the La-
grangian form of P and applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions. The iterative algorithm that calculates the
Lagrange multipliers and implements the solution of Eq. (11)
is presented in Algorithm 1. The algorithm chooses an initial
value of µ, calculates the minimum values of νm for this value
such that the SPCs are met, computes the power levels for the
given values of the Lagrange multipliers according to Eq. (11),
and then makes use of the bisection method to update the value
of µ based on whether the IPC is met or not. The parameter
δµ > 0 controls the accuracy of the algorithm. Note that when
the IPC is inactive, µ = 0 and the algorithm reduces to the
corresponding interference-unconstrained solution.

A simple suboptimal alternative resource allocation method
would be to ignore the sum-SE maximization objective and
the per-user QoS requirements and assign equal power levels
to the users, taking though into account the IPC.

Proposition 1: The interference-constrained equal PA
(ICEPA) scheme for CBF assigns the following power level
to the users:

Pc = min

PTK ,
PI

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

αmmk

 . (12)



B. Joint Transmission

The system model for the JT case is similar to the one
presented in Section III for CBF, although there are subtle
differences attributed to the fact that in this scenario each
BS serves all the users of the cluster. We consider the
aforementioned suboptimal ICEPA method, adapted to JT:

Proposition 2: The ICEPA scheme for JT assigns to the
users the power levels:

Pc = min

 PT
MK

,
PI

M∑
j=1

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

αjmk

 . (13)

V. COORDINATED CACHING

A. Score-Gated LRU

SG-LRU combines an LRU cache, for simple implemen-
tation in software as a stack and fast cache updates by
placing the requested file on the top of the LRU stack, with a
score-gate function that exploits request frequency statistics
and incorporates an aging mechanism to gather the most
popular files in a recent timeframe in the cache, so that the
polution of the cache storage with formerly “hot” but currently
irrelevant files is avoided and the cache hit rate is significantly
improved [17]. After a cache miss, the requested file enters a
SG-LRU cache only if its score is at least equal to the score of
the LRU cached file [17]. We consider a sliding window least
frequently used (SW-LFU) score-gate function, which restricts
request counts in a sliding window and approaches LRU / LFU
for small / large window size [16].

B. C3RE Method

The proposed cooperative content caching redundancy en-
hancement (C3RE) method is described as follows: If the
requested file is not found in the target cache (local cache
miss), the request is transferred to the other caches of the
cluster. In case of a global cache hit, the corresponding remote
cache may update only its sliding window (variant A), or both
its sliding window and its local storage (variant B), or none
of them (variant C), assuming that SG-LRU is utilized (or it
may or may not update its local storage, when LRU is utilized
instead). Note that whenever a file enters the target cache, the
corresponding BS updates both its sliding window and local
storage. Clearly this method increases the redundancy of the
cached files, thus creating JT opportunities.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
techniques via numerical simulations. Initially, we study the
performance of the considered C3RE variants when SG-LRU
is applied versus their performance when LRU is utilized, in
terms of the achieved local, global, and total cache hit rate (L-
HR, G-HR, and T-HR, respectively). We consider a scenario
where there are M = 5 caches, each with a storage capacity
of C = 20 files; the catalog has a size of F = 1, 000 files;
100, 000 user requests are generated; and the size of the sliding

Fig. 2. C3RE variants: SG-LRU vs. LRU. Upper row: Varying Zipf exponent.
Middle row: Varying cache size. Lower row: Varying sliding-window size.

window is W = 10, 000 requests. In the first use case, the
Zipf exponent varies as β = {0.5, 0.75, 0.99}. In the second
use case, we fix β = 0.75 and we vary the cache size as
C = {2, 20, 200}. In the third use case, we fix C = 20 and
we vary the sliding window size as W = {100, 1000, 10000}.
We note in Fig. 2 that irrespective of the coordinated caching
variant, SG-LRU achieves high L-HR and low G-HR, while
LRU resembles this behavior when the Zipf exponent has
a large value (since then temporal locality provides indirect
file popularity information) or the cache size is large and the
exact opposite behavior otherwise. The T-HR of both caching
schemes is comparable. In both cases, the L-HR gain of SG-
LRU over LRU is similar to the single-cache scenario (i.e.,
> 10% for large Zipf exponents or caches [17]). Thus, SG-
LRU further reduces the cooperation overhead and content
access latency. We also notice that a moderate sliding window
results in higher T-HR, since in this case the request frequency
and recency information is exploited more efficiently towards
a representative ranking of the files. In addition, we note that
the performance of both caching schemes improves for larger
Zipf exponents or caches, as expected.

Fig. 3 depicts the average sum-SE that is achieved by CBF
when either CQA-ICPA or ICEPA is utilized versus the one
achieved by C3RE-SG-LRU-aided hybrid CBF / JT with CQA-
ICPA / ICEPA for IPT PI = 30 dB or PI = 20 dB over a
range of average receive SNR γ of 0-30 dB in a setup with
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Fig. 3. Sum-SE vs. SNR of CBF vs. CBF / JT hybrid enabled by C3RE with
SG-LRU.

M = 2 and K = 2. The incumbent is a satellite link, the
operating spectrum is 3.7-4.2 GHz, and the QoS requirements
of the MK = 4 users are

[
0.10 0.15 0.20 0.10

]
γ. The

power of the RIS CCI at each MS is around 0 dB. The catalog
contains F = 1, 000 files, each cache has size of C = 20
files, and the Zipf exponent is β = 0.75. For comparison
purposes, we illustrate also the performance that is achieved
in CBF-only mode of operation when the IPC is inactive and
the QoS constraints are active (µ = 0 in Eq. (11)) or they are
inactive and either optimal, in the sum-SE sense, PA (standard
WF-PA scheme [21]) or equal power allocation Pc = PT /K
is applied. We notice that the performance of the CBF-only
interference-unconstrained variants converges in the high-SNR
regime, while in the low-SNR regime equal power allocation
outperforms slightly the QoS-constrained variant. We also
note that the performance penalty that is attributed to the
requirement of meeting the IPC is greater for more stringent
IPTs. Large IPT values result eventually in the flooring of
the sum-SE (i.e., the performance does not improve with
the SNR). Moreover, in CBF-only mode ICEPA outperforms
CQA-ICPA in the high SNR regime when the IPT is tight,
while for more relaxed IPTs the situation is reversed. In both
cases, the hybrid CBF / JT scheme lies in between these two
extremes and is very close to the corresponding CQA-ICPA
curve.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a spectrum sharing paradigm that
has the ability to increase the sum-SE of 5G networks, reduce
the traffic on the MBH and the content access latency, and
provide a minimum guaranteed data rate to the end users.
To this end, we derived a family of coordinated caching and
resource allocation schemes. We evaluated the performance of
this system via numerical simulations for a use case where
the cellular network coexists with a FES. The simulation
results revealed that it is possible to meet both the IPC of
an incumbent and the QoS requirements of the mobile users,

along with the transmission power constraints. However, for
tight IPCs the performance deteriorates quickly. We believe
that this work could serve as a first step towards more efficient
paradigms of coexistence between 5G cellular networks and
satellite communication systems.
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